Advent 1 Homework - Year 4
This half term, the children will be given weekly homework. The homework will focus on knowledge and skills in Maths and English to support their learning in school. We ask that they practise for spellings and
multiplications for a quiz or test each Friday. We also ask that they bring their best example of handwriting in each Friday. House points or other prizes will be awarded for effort and improvement!
Spelling: please practise spelling the
following words
Week 1- W/C 06.09.21

Week 2- W/C 13.09.21

Week 3- W/C 20.09.21

Week 4- W/C 27.09.21

Week 5- W/C 04.10.21

Week 6-W/C 11.10.21

Week 7 – W/C 18.10.21

Times Table: Please
practise the following
multiplication

Handwriting: please practise writing this
sentence in your neatest joined writing.

Prefix in
inactive
incorrect
invisible
insecure
inflexible indefinite
inelegant incurable
inability inadequate
Topic Words
solid
liquid
gas
particles,
properties state
matter
experiment
freezing
temperature

6x table up to 12 x 6.

Particles behave differently in solids,
liquids and gases.

8x table up to 12 x 8.

In a gas state, particles can escape from
open containers.

Prefix il, ir, im
illegible
immortal
impatient
irregular
irresponsible
Statutory Spellings
knowledge surprise
decide
appear
answer
early
position
sentence
regular
remember
Prefix sub
submarine
subject,
subway
submerge,
subtropical
subdivide,
subheading
substandard
subtitle
submit
Topic Words
prediction
method
fair
conclusion
observation results
conclusion evaporation
measure
condensation
Statutory Spellings
describe address
material length
often
ordinary
perhaps special
opposite notice

4x table up to 12 x 4.

When water is heated particles move
faster and faster until they have energy to
move about more.

6x table up to 12 x 6.

Cooled particles start to slow down until
they form a solid structure.

3 x table up to 12 x 3.

Evaporation is when water changes from
a liquid to a gas or vapour.

9 x table up to 12 x 9.

Condensation is water vapour turning
back into liquid water.

6x table up to 12 x 6.

A fair test is a test that controls all but
one variable when attempting to answer
a scientific question.

illegal
immature
impossible
imperfect
irrelevant

Please support your child with reading at least 3 times a week and
make a note of it in their diary. This could be a library book, a
religious book, their school book or a book of their choice.
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Teacher comment

